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ABSTRACT
The Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) is an
experiment designed to provide direct detection of gravitational waves. Its searches for
periodic gravitational waves are highly susceptible to long-duration noise that appears as
spectral lines. FScan is a tool for finding spectral lines and is used to identify the lines
that appear in the gravitational-wave data; it is also used to characterize LIGO’s
detectors. This thesis details work in rewriting the plotting portion of FScan, making
improvements to the FScan driver script, and writing code to assist in the tracking of
wandering spectral lines. In particular, this thesis presents the line tracking code,
LineTrack.py, and serves as its documentation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Gravitational Waves
Einstein’s theory of general relativity describes gravity as an effect of spacetime
curvature. The latter is related to the energy and momentum of the (non-gravitational)
fields present in spacetime by
Gµν =
8piG
c4
Tµν , (1.1)
where Gµν is the Einstein tensor (which defines curvature), G is Newton’s gravitational
constant, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and Tµν is the stress energy-momentum tensor
of matter and radiation fields[1]. Often, calculations are done in units so that c = 1.
A spacetime interval is defined by a 4x4 tensor known as the metric, gµν . The
metric of empty space is the Minkowski metric, ηµν , which describes a flat spacetime.
When energy is present, the spacetime metric is determined by solving Eq. (1.1). It can be
shown that Einstein’s equations can be cast in a wave-like form for small metric
perturbations around the Minkowski metric. The solutions of this wave equation represent
gravitational waves, i.e., weak, propagating distortions of spacetime. Gravitational waves
can be generated by any accelerated mass distribution with non-zero quadrupole
momentum[2]. This is an exciting prediction of Einstein’s theory of general relativity[1][2].
Quantitatively, the derivation of a wave equation for spacetime starts with a metric
that is just a small perturbation (hµν  1) to the Minkowski metric
1
gµν = ηµν + hµν . (1.2)
When Tµν = 0 and using a particular gauge known as transverse-traceless (TT)[1], Eq.
(1.1) reduces, at first order in h, to
2hTTµν = 0, (1.3)
where 2 is known as the D’Alembertian and is defined as
2 =
(
∂2
∂t2
+52
)
. (1.4)
The plane-wave solution of Eq. (1.3) is
hTTµν = Cµνe
ikσxσ , (1.5)
where Cµν is a constant, symmetric tensor and kσ is the wave vector which satisfies
kσk
σ = 0[1].
It can be shown that Cµν only has four non-zero components (and only two
independent components due to symmetry). These two independent metric elements
correspond to the two polarizations of the wave, h+ and h×[1].
Cµν =

0 0 0 0
0 h+ h× 0
0 h× −h+ 0
0 0 0 0

. (1.6)
To determine the effect of a gravitational wave and its different polarizations, it is
helpful to observe a ring of particles. A wave with plus-polarization traveling along a
direction perpendicular to the plane of the ring causes the ring to cyclically expand and
2
Figure 1.1. Polarizations of Gravitatonal Waves. This illustration shows the h+ and
h× polarizations[3].
contract along the x- and y-axes with a period equal to the gravitational-wave period. A
cross-polarized wave causes an expansion and contraction of the ring along directions at
45◦ to the motion of the plus-polarization[2]. This is shown in Figure 1.1 for a full cycle.
The amplitude of a gravitational wave is usually described by the strain h, i.e., the
relative change in distance between two test masses[1],
h =
δL
L
, (1.7)
where δL is how much the test masses are displaced from each other and L is the distance
between the test masses before the wave passes through the system. In the case of a
typical binary system of compact objects (binary black holes, binary neutron stars, or
black hole-neutron star systems) inspiraling into each other, the gravitational-wave strain
is expected to be on the order of h ∼ 10−21 when the wave reaches Earth[2]. For test
particles separated on the order of 103 meters, the displacement between them is on the
order of 10−17 meters (for comparison, the Bohr radius is on the order of 10−11 meters). A
direct detection of gravitational waves requires an extremely sensitive detector[2].
Gravitational waves have not been directly observed yet, but binary systems of
neutron stars have been observed to lose energy consistent with gravitational radiation.
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For example, the orbital period of the Hulse-Taylor binary system (a system of two
neutron stars orbiting each other) has been observed to change in a manner consistent
with energy loss due to the emission gravitational waves, and this provides an indirect
proof for the existence gravitational waves[4].
1.2 Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO)
Advanced LIGO is an experiment designed to provide a direct detection of
gravitational waves. It has two detectors: one in Livingston, LA, and one in Hanford, WA.
Both detectors are Michelson laser interferometers with 4km long arms at 90◦ to each
other and a Fabry-Perot cavity along the length of each arm.
The diagram of a LIGO detector is shown in Figure 1.2. The input laser beam is
provided by a 180W Nd:YAG three-stage laser with a wavelength of 1064nm. The
pre-stabilized laser (PSL) is made up of the laser and stabilization systems. The PSL is in
a separate cleanroom from the rest of the interferometer and is situated before the laser
enters vacuum[6]. A pre-mode cleaner (PMC) removes higher order modes by only
allowing TEM00 (the lowest order transverse electric mode) to pass through. The removal
of higher order modes improves the overall quality of the beam by lowering beam pointing
fluctuations. In addition, by behaving as a low pass filter, the PMC stabilizes the beam’s
power at radio frequencies. After the PMC, the power is further stabilized in the 10 Hz to
10 kHz range (i.e., lower that the radio frequencies stabilized in the PMC) with an
acousto-optic modulator[7].
The beam then travels to the input mode cleaner (IMC) which is comprised of three
suspended mirrors (MC1, MC2, MC3)[6]. The IMC (like the PMC) limits the transmitted
modes and reduces pointing instability[8].
From the IMC, the beam goes to the power recycling mirrors (PRM, PR2, PR3)[6].
The beam’s effective power is increased due to a resonant cavity formed by the three power
recycling mirrors which return laser light coming from the interferometer back to the beam
splitter (BS)[9].
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Figure 1.2. LIGO Detector. This is a schematic diagram of the Advanced LIGO
detectors[5]. From the PSL, the beam enters Horizontal Access Module (HAM) 1 and goes
through the IMC and power recycling cavity in HAM 2 and 3. After going through the
BS, the laser light enters the Fabry-Perot cavities and is reflected between ITMX/Y and
ETMX/Y. After exiting the Fabry-Perot cavities, the beam goes through the signal recycling
cavity in HAM 4 and 5, and then it travels to the OMC in HAM 6.
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The beam enters the interferometer arms through the BS. The latter sends half of
the laser down the x-arm and half down the y-arm. In each arm, a Fabry-Perot cavity
makes the beam resonate between the input test mass (ITMX or ITMY, depending on
which arm) and the end test mass (ETMX or ETMY)[6]. Light resonance in the cavity
effectively increases the length of the interferometer by a factor of ∼ 100[10].
The laser light that exits the Fabry-Perot cavities is then recombined from the x-
and y-arms at the BS and heads toward the signal recycling cavity which, like the power
recycling cavity, consists of three mirrors (SRM, SR2, SR3)[6]. The signal recycling cavity
sends the signal back into the interferometer. Also, by adjusting the length of the signal
recycling cavity, the interferometer may be operated in a narrowband configuration with
increased sensitivity at certain frequencies[9].
From the signal recycling cavity, the laser light travels to the output mode cleaner
(OMC). The OMC filters out any non-TEM00 modes to ensure that the output
photodetectors only receive light that carries the gravitational-wave signal[6].
Due to their high sensitivity, the detectors have numerous elements designed to
reduce noise. For example, test masses are suspended with complex four-stage fused silica
suspensions in order to reduce seismic and thermal noise; the vacuum chambers have both
passive and active seismic isolation[6]. Because different noise sources limit the
interferometer sensitivity over various frequency bands, the LIGO detectors are not equally
sensitive over all frequencies. The Advanced LIGO sensitivity curve is shown in Figure 1.3.
Before science data can be taken, the detector needs to be in a locked state and be
in science mode. For the interferometer to be locked, the optical cavities inside the
detector have to achieve resonance. Intervals of noisy data must be flagged or vetoed.
Additionally, operators in a detector’s control room flag times when the detector is not
operating properly or when there is a large source of noise[6].
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Figure 1.3. Detector Sensitivity Curve. This is an Advanced LIGO sensitivity curve
based on noise and limiting noise sources. These include quantum noise (photon radiation
pressure and statistical fluctuations), noise from mechanical and thermal dissipation on the
optics’ coatings, and gravity gradients (seismic waves affecting density in the ground so that
gravitational forces change)[6]
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Figure 1.4. Chirp Waveform. This is an example of a “chirp” waveform[13]
1.3 Data Analysis
When analyzing LIGO data for gravitational waves, gravitational-wave signals are
searched for from four different categories of sources. These sources are compact binary
coalescence (CBC) systems, sources that produce short-duration gravitational-wave signals
(burst sources), a stochastic gravitational-wave background of astrophysical or cosmological
origin, and non-axisymmetric rotating neutron stars (continuous or periodic sources)[11].
Gravitational waves from a CBC system are considered some of the most favorable
for detection. CBC systems are pairs of neutron stars, pairs of black holes, or black
hole-neutron star pairs. As the orbit of these two compact objects decays and they inspiral
into each other, they emit gravitational waves. In the simplest case of two non-rotating
objects, the gravitational-wave signal emitted by a CBC system is characterized by a
waveform with increasing frequency and amplitude in time until the merger, also known as
a “chirp”. Figure 1.4 shows an example of a “chirp”. Since these inspiral waveforms are
well known and have been extensively modeled, the search method that is usually adopted
is to compare the gravitational-wave data against a bank of templates[12].
Burst sources emit short-duration gravitational waves, and these sources include
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core collapse supernovae and gamma ray bursts. Unlike CBC searches, burst sources are
un-modelled and are not searched for by comparing templates to the data. One search
method is to coherently combine phase and amplitude of the output from multiple
detectors; a signal in the data adds up while summing over multiple detectors, and another
method is to analyze data from different detectors and search for coincidences between
them[14].
The stochastic gravitational-wave background could arise from a superposition of
remnants of the Big Bang and unresolved astrophysical sources, and searches for the
stochastic gravitational-wave background look for long-duration signals. These searches
use cross-correlation of the gravitational-wave data between two detectors, and a filter
function designed to enhance frequencies where the stochastic background is expected to
be strong.[15].
Gravitational waves from continuous sources tend to be relatively weak when
compared to gravitational waves from CBC and burst sources. The gravitational-wave
strain from rotating non-axisymmetric neutron stars goes as
h ∼ ΩINS
r
, (1.8)
where  is the fractional asymmetry with respect to the rotational axis, Ω is the rotational
period, INS is the neutron’s star moment of inertia, and r is the distance to the neutron
star. Although the values of these terms are uncertain, estimates for h for gravitational
waves emitted by known rotating non-axisymmetric neutron stars are several orders of
magnitude smaller than those emitted by CBC sources. Even though they are relatively
weak, signals from continuous sources can be integrated over long time periods to increase
the likelihood of detection[2]. Continuous wave searches use several programs including
PowerFlux[16] and Einstein@Home[17]. Both are all-sky searches (which are
computationally expensive). They each create thirty minute long short Fourier transforms
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(SFTs) from the calibrated gravitational-wave strain data, but how they process it
afterwards differs[17].
The PowerFlux search uses the SFTs to get power in a particular portion of the sky
for 501 adjacent frequency bins. The 501 power values in these frequency bins are then
used to get a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)[16].
The Einstein@Home search gets around its high computational cost by using
distributed computing. Volunteers are able to sign-up and allow their computers be used
to perform calculations when they are idle. The architecture for this is the Berkeley Open
Infrastructure for Open Computing (BOINC)[18]. The Einstein@Home search calculates a
detection statistic called the F -statistic for each frequency, first-derivative of the frequency,
right ascension, and declination in the thirty minute long SFT. Each F -statistic is give a
count of one if it is above a previously determined threshold, and the search uses a method
known as the Hough search to get weighted counts for each frequency and position in the
sky[17]. The final Hough number count is
nc =
Nseg−1∑
i=0
wini (1.9)
where Nseg is the total number of thirty minute time segments, ni is the number of counts,
and wi is a weight based off the detector noise for the i
th segment. The top 10,000
candidates are then further analyzed in post-processing[17].
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CHAPTER 2
DETECTOR CHARACTERIZATION
2.1 Detector Characterization
Due to the required sensitivity of the detector, reducing the effect of noise is
imperative. Instrumental and environmental noise still has an effect despite the detector
being designed to be isolated from noise sources. It is then necessary to identify when
noise contaminates the gravitational-wave data.
The non-Gaussian and non-stationary nature of the detector noise may produce
short-lived noise transients which significantly impact the searches for gravitational-wave
transient signals, such as those from CBC or burst sources[11]. To improve the sensitivity
of transient searches, data quality flags denote particularly noisy times that require extra
analysis. In addition to the gravitational-wave channel, data is recorded from tens of
thousands of auxiliary channels with environmental and instrumental information[19].
Data quality flags are created from instrumental and environmental auxiliary channels
shown to have correlation with the gravitational-wave channel[11]. These flags can be
created online by automated monitors and oﬄine during data analysis. Additionally,
operators in the control room can flag times when there are high amounts of noise[20].
Data quality flags can be used to veto times in order to keep noisy data from
interfering with searches. These vetoes are categorized with a numerical scale of decreasing
severity. For example, in the latest science run of initial LIGO, S6, four veto categories
were defined. Category 1 vetoes defined times when the detector was not functioning
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properly; these vetoes meant the detector should not have been in science mode. Category
2 vetoes were created from channels that were known to correlate strongly with the
gravitational-wave data, and category 3 vetoes were created from channels that had a less
strong correlation with the gravitational-wave data[11]. Category 4 defined injected data
for transient searches. Category 1 and 2 vetoes automatically excluded the matched
segments from analysis[20].
Just as short-lived noise transients affect CBC and burst searches, long-duration
noise affects stochastic background and continuous gravitational-wave searches[11].
Identifying spectral lines is necessary step of continuous wave and stochastic search
pipelines. Since these searches analyze the data in the frequency domain over long periods
of time, non-astrophysical spectral lines could impair continuous gravitational-wave
searches[11].
Some lines are well-known and are either an artifact of the design of the detector or
added purposefully[21]. For example, in the United States, the power grid frequency is 60
Hz, thus a 60 Hz line and its harmonics are visible in the LIGO data; resonant frequencies
from the mirror suspensions show up as “violin modes” in the gravitational-wave data.
Finally, there are lines that are injected into the data for calibration purposes[21].
When continuous wave searches identify a spectral feature, environmental channels
are examined to track down its origins. For example, during commissioning of the
Advanced LIGO PSL, unwanted spectral features were shown to arise from the PSL
periscope[22]. Typical sources of noise affecting continuous-wave searches arise from CPUs,
ethernet switches, and other detector electronics[21]
2.2 FScan
FScan is a tool for finding spectral lines[21]. It was originally designed to aid
continuous wave searches, and it has also been used for detector characterization[21].
FScan can search for lines in auxiliary channels in addition to the gravitational-wave
channel to characterize the detector’s subsystems.
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FScan is often run over a day, a week, or a month of data. It is commonly used in
detector characterization investigations to compare data from environmental and
instrumental auxiliary channels to the gravitational-wave data so that the origin of
non-astrophysical noise can be determined[21].
2.2.1 FScan Code
FScan is comprised of a number of different programs working in tandem. A
resource file (.rsc) containing the initialization information for the FScan run is used as
input for a small script written in Tool Command Language (Tcl) called
generateMultiFscanHTML.tcl; an example of the resource file is below. The resource file
usually has some variation of the name FscanGenerator.rsc. The Tcl script converts the
information in the resource file to a format which is suitable for the other FScan
constituent programs. The output of the Tcl script is then fed into a driver script written
in Python, fscanDriver.py. The driver script runs the programs to find the relevant
data, make short-time Fourier transforms (SFTs) of the data, perform a spectrum average
with the SFTS, and plot the results.
1 # FscanGenerator resource configuration file.
2 # Set tcl list with list of channels , frame types , etc ....
3 #Each item in the list contains: channel_name channel_type
IFO input_type output_sft_dir _chan comparison_snr
comparison_delta_dir knee_freq sft_time_baseline
start_freq band sub_band extra_time_for_data_find freq_res
alternative_dir_name
4 set :: masterList {\
5 {L1:PSL -FSS_FAST_MON_OUT_DQ ADC_REAL4 L1 L1_R default none 0
0 0 1800 0 4000 100 32 1 default }\
6 }
7
8 # If fixedComparison is 1 then used then ignore the
comparison delta dir in the masterList but compare using
fixed values:
9 set fixedComparison 0;
10 set fixedComparisonChanDir "";
11 set fixedComparisonString "";
13
12 set fixedComparisonSNR 0;
13
14 set fscanDriverPath "/ archive/home/pulsar/searchcode/src/
lalsuite/lalapps/src/pulsar/fscan/fscanDriver.py"; #
complete path to fscanDriver.py
15 set matlabPath "/ldcg/matlab\_r2008a "; # Path to matlab
installation to use with -m option to fscanDriver.py , e.g
., /ldcg/matlab\r2*008a
16
17 set parentOutputDirectory "L1\_PSL";
18
19 set startTime "1105315216";
20 set endTime "1105401616";
21
22 set useEndTimeForDirName 1; # 0 == false , 1 == true; Use
start time to name output directory.
23
24 set intersectData 1; # 0 == false , 1 == true; if true run
fscanDriver.py with -I option so that it intersects the
segments with the times data exists.
25
26 # Control whether to find segs using ligolw_segment_query
27 set useLSCsegFind 0 }
The first part of the resource file in lines 4-5 is the “masterList” which lists the
auxiliary channels that are to be analyzed and the analysis parameters. Each line in the
masterList includes the channel name, the channel type, the interferometer (IFO, where
H1 = Hanford and L1 = Livingston), the type of data (including unmodified raw data,
second trend data, or minute trend data[23]), and the location for the produced SFTS.
The start frequency, frequency band, and frequency sub-band set what frequencies are
analyzed and how the data is split up. For example, line 5 shows that the start frequency
is set to 0 Hz, the end frequency is set to 4000 Hz, and the frequency sub-band is set to
100 Hz, the data is divided into forty parts ranging from 0 to 100 Hz, 100 to 200 Hz, and
so on up to 3900 to 4000 Hz. If the knee frequency is set, a high pass filter at that
frequency is applied to the data before generating SFTs. The SFT time baseline defines
the length of each SFT (which is 1800 s in the example in line 5). The extra time for data
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find (which is 32 s in the example) gives the defined time to the program that searches for
the data extra time to add or subtract to the starting and ending GPS times so that it
might more easily find the data. The frequency resolution (set to 1 Hz in the example) sets
the resolution of the spectrogram data.
After the masterList, there is small section from lines (9 - 12) to determine if the
results of the FScan run should be compared to a channel from previous run. The channel
the current run is compared to in the comparison run is set in line 5 of the resource file;
each channel in the current FScan run needs to have a channel entered in its entry in the
masterList to compare to in the comparison run. This is done if fixedComparison is set to
1. The location of the comparison run is entered in fixedComparisonChanDir. The
fixedComparisonString lists the IFO, the GPS start time, and the GPS end time in the
form “ifo StartTime EndTime” for the comparison run. An example for results at the
Livingston detector with start and end times of 1105228816 and 1105315216 is
“L1 1105228816 1105315216”. The fixedComparisonSNR sets what normalized average
power is used for the comparison. Any frequencies with normalized average power greater
than fixedComparisonSNR in either FScan run are written to a file linked to the results
pages; this file also contains coincident frequencies between the two FScan runs that have
normalized average power greater than fixedComparisonSNR.
The resource file needs the full path to the driver script fscanDriver.py as shown
in line 14. If the older Matlab version of the code that creates the plots is used, the
location of Matlab needs to be provided as shown in line 15. The results are written in a
subdirectory of the output directory which is specified in line 17. The starting and ending
GPS times for this run are set in lines 19-20. The value in line 22 determines what time is
used for the name of the subdirectory containing this run’s results; if a 1 is entered, the
ending GPS time for the run is used for the subdirectory’s name, and if a 0 is entered, the
time that the command to start FScan is entered will be used for the subdirectory’s name.
If FScan is set to search for science segments in line 27, the driver script runs
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ligolw segment query to get a list of GPS times that the interferometer was in science
mode according to the data monitoring tool (DMT)[20]. This list contains starting and
ending GPS times, and any times outside these segments are excised from the analysis.
A text file of time segments with starting and ending GPS times may be used as an
additional input to generateMultiFScanHTML.tcl; it works similarly to the option in the
resource file. Only times listed by the segment file are analyzed.
The information from the resource file and optional segment file is passed to the
Python driver script. The driver script submits individual instances of FScan’s constituent
programs as jobs to the data grid as part of the parallelization of FScan through
Condor[24], a distributed computing system. The submissions through Condor include the
program to run, its arguments, the environment, the output location, and the log location.
The data are split up based on the channels and frequency bands, and jobs are
submitted by the driver script through Condor to search for the data using a program
called ligo data find which provides a list of locations of the files that contain the
channel data. A piece of C code called lalapps MakeSFTs creates the SFTs from the
requested data files. Another program written in C, lalapps spec avg, calculates a
spectrum average from the SFTs, and these results are used to make the FScan plots. The
driver script also creates the HTML results pages for each run with links to the files and
plots the various parts of FScan create.
The plotting part of FScan, plotSpecAvgOutput, creates the spectrograms and the
normalized average power plots. The data for the spectrogram is formatted as a matrix
where the columns of the matrix are the time steps and the rows are the frequency bins. A
cutoff value defined as
cutoff = median + 5
(
median√
bins
)
, (2.1)
where median is the median value of the spectrogram data and bins is the number of
frequency bins, is applied to the spectrogram data to avoid over-saturation of the plots.
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The spectrogram frequency resolution is set in the resource file, and its time resolution is
the SFT time baseline; both of these values are set in line 5 of the resource file. The
spectrogram units are the channel’s units (volts, counts, etc.) per
√
Hz. If the optional
segment file is used, the columns that correspond to times steps outside of the segments
provided are all zero; these values are grayed out in the plot. The normalized average
power plots are the power averaged over time for each frequency bin. Their frequency
resolution is the inverse of the SFT time baseline in line 5. The average power values are
then normalized against the median power of each frequency sub-band. A cutoff value of
four is applied to the normalized average power data before plotting to avoid
over-saturation. Additionally, the data used for the normalized average power plot is
written to a file as a list sorted by the normalized average power with its corresponding
frequency[25]. An example of the spectrogram and normalized average power plot is shown
in Figure 2.1.
2.2.2 Running FScan
FScan is designed to run on the LIGO cluster. LIGO has computational resources
at Caltech, the Livingston site, the Hanford site, and several other sites[26]. The frame
files are available on the cluster in addition to software required to run FScan[26].
The FScan suite can be found in the LSC (LIGO Scientific Collaboration)
Algorithm Library Suite (LALSuite)[27] package under lalsuite/lalapps/src/pulsar/fscan.
After building and sourcing the code in LALSuite on an account on the LIGO cluster, the
FScan environment must be set. If the bash (tcsh) shell is used, it is necessary to add the
specific locations of several parts of FScan to .bashrc (.cshrc). The variable
LSC DATAFIND PATH defines the location of ligo data find. MAKESFTS PATH defines the
location of MakeSFTDAG, which submits jobs to Condor for lalapps MakeSFTs to create the
SFTs. SPECAVG PATH is the path to lalapps spec avg. PLOTSPECAVGOUTPUT PATH defines
the location of run plotSpecAvgOutput.sh; this is a shell script that serves to run
plotSpecAvgOutput with the appropriate inputs. For example, the typical FScan
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(a) Spectrogram Created with Python Code
(b) Normalized Average Power Plot Created
with Python Code
Figure 2.1. Plots Created with Python Plotting Code. This is an example of a
spectrogram created with the Python plotting code including the added units label. This is
a spectrogram of the channel L1-OAF CAL DARM DQ over a day. The part that is grayed
out corresponds to times outside a segment file provided to FScan. The colors from blue to
red indicate greater spectral amplitude density. It’s corresponding normalized average power
plot is also included. Both of these plots were made with data that came from the Livingston
interferometer during the sixth engineering run of Advanced LIGO (ER6) between the GPS
times 1102334417 and 1102420817.
environment in the pulsar account is
1 MAKESFTS_PATH =/ archive/home/pulsar/searchcode/bin
2 LSC_DATAFIND\_PATH=/usr/bin
3 PLOTSPECAVGOUTPUT_PATH =/ archive/home/pulsar/searchcode/src/
lalsuite/lalapps/src/pulsar/fscan
4 SPECAVG_PATH =/ archive/home/pulsar/searchcode/bin
The output directory where FScan results are written is specified in line 18 of the
resource file. The results directory cannot be empty for the first run, so it is suggested to
create a “tmp” dummy file in the results directory with the command
$ touch tmp.
FScan can be run with the command line
$ ./generateMultiFscanHTML.tcl FscanGenerator.rsc [SEGMENT FILE] -R.
Once all the jobs submitted to Condor are completed, the user needs to run another
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Figure 2.2. FScan Results Page. This is an example of the FScan results page from
the sixth science run of initial LIGO (S6) for Livingston. To view the results, the date needs
to be selected on the calendar followed by the channel name in the list of analyzed channels
(in this case, only L1 LSC-DARM ERR is available)[28].
TCL script named generateMultiFscanHTML.tcl to update the HTML files for the
results pages with the command
$./generateMultiFscanHTML.tcl [RESULTS DIRECTORY].
The results pages use a nested structure of dates and channels to present the plots and
text files. An example of the results page is shown in Figure 2.2.
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CHAPTER 3
CODE DEVELOPMENT
The original work of this thesis consisted in rewriting the plotting portion of FScan,
making improvements to the driver script, and writing code to assist in the tracking of
wandering spectral lines.
3.1 Python Plotting Code
The plotting portion of the code, plotSpecAvgOutput.py, was re-written in Python
using matplotlib, a Python plotting library[29]. The motivation for this work is easier
integration of the FScan code with other LSC detector characterization tools due to a
general trend towards the usage of the Python language across the LSC.
Another aspect of the work was to add a label with units to the spectrogram plots
as shown in Figure 2.1 along with a normalized average power plot produced with the
Python plotting code. Labels were also added to the text files written with the normalized
average power data, and a column with the SNR was added; an example of this is shown in
Table 3.1.
The python plotting code requires a version 1.3.1 of matplotlib or higher. If that is
not available by default (as is the case on the cluster), one needs to install and source a
local copy.
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Table 3.1. Sorted Normalized Average Power Data
Freq. Normalized Avg Power SNR
221.181667 375.5570 2151.6662
221.181111 342.9940 1964.6060
294.908333 266.7660 1526.7094
294.908889 228.4820 1306.7846
256.000000 125.5940 715.7380
221.182222 40.9843 229.6923
... ... ...
This is the sorted normalized average power data from the Python plotting code with the
new SNR column. This table contains data that came from Livingston during ER6 between
the GPS times of 1102334417 and 1102420817.
3.2 Driver Script Improvements
Improvements were made to the driver script, fscanDriver.py, to make the new
Python plotting code better interface with the larger framework of FScan. An option for
presenting the plots in different formats was added to the HTML pages. An example of the
results page with both the old and new formats is shown in Figure 3.1.
In addition, the code was modified so that when the FScan run is compared to a
previous run (see lines 9-12 of the resource file on page 13), the code is able to search for
the most recently completed FScan run (FScan is considered to have successfully
completed if the spectrograms and normalized average power plots were produced). To use
this option, lines 10-11 of the resource file need to be set to
10 set fixedComparisonChanDir "/home/pulsar/public_html/fscan/
L1_PSL/L1_PSL/last/L1_PSL -FSS_TPD_DC_OUT_DQ /";
11 set fixedComparisonString "last";
Here, fixedComparisonChanDir is the full path to the FScan output directory,
subdirectory, and channel for comparison. Setting fixedComparisonString to “last”
causes the driver script to search for the most recently completed FScan run.
3.3 Wandering Line Tracking
FScan has the ability to find spectral lines that show up in the normalized average
power data. The code is able to find any frequency with a normalized average power
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(a) Old FScan output page format
(b) New FScan output page format
Figure 3.1. Comparison of FScan Old and New Output Page Formats. This
figure shows a comparison of the old and new FScan output page formats due to the FScan
driver script additions[30]. Both formats remain as an option on the web page. The old
format shows the spectrograms with increasing frequency sub-bands as as one scrolls down.
The new format option for the FScan output page allows the spectrograms to be viewed
with decreasing frequency sub-bands to mimic a continuous frequency range. These pages
show data from the Livingston interferometer during ER6.
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(a) A Wandering Line in the Spectrogram
(b) The Normalized Average Power Plot with-
out the Wandering Line
Figure 3.2. Wandering Lines. The spectrogram has a wandering line around 462 Hz.
The wandering line in the spectrogram does not show up in the corresponding normalized
average power plot because the power is averaged over each frequency bin. Also visible
are two lines at 420 and 480 Hz (the 60 Hz harmonics caused by the power supply). The
gray portion of the spectrogram corresponds to times outside of a segment file provided
to FScan. This plot was made with data from the channel L1-OAF CAL DARM DQ that
came from the Livingston interferometer during ER6 between the GPS times 1102334417
and 1102420817.
greater than the value of fixedComparisonSNR in line 11 of the resource file. However, if a
line wanders in frequency, it does not have a high normalized average power in a single
frequency bin. An example of a wandering line in a spectrogram is shown in Figure 3.2. Its
corresponding normalized average power lacks a line at the frequency. Wandering spectral
lines may be missed by the methods FScan has to find lines, but they still require
identification and characterization. Thus, LineTrack.py was written to search for them.
LineTrack.py looks at the data used to generate FScan spectrograms. The
spectrogram data is the result of lalapps spec avg and can be found in the output
directory of any FScan run; the filename of the spectrogram data has a format of spec
followed by the starting frequency of the frequency sub-band contained in the file, the
ending frequency of the frequency sub-band contained in the file, the interferometer name
code (H1 or L1), the starting GPS time, and the ending GPS time of the FScan run. For
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example, the file spec 600.00 1200.00 L1 1111536016 1111622416 covers the 600.00 Hz
to 1200.00 Hz frequency sub-band at the L1 (Livingston) interferometer between GPS
times 1111536016 and 1111622416. The contents of the file are the spectral amplitude
density of the data from the frame files in units of channel’s units per
√
Hz. LineTrack.py
looks over all available frequency sub-bands for that time and channel’s output directory.
The wandering line tracking code can be run from the command line on any cluster
with FScan output. For example, the command
$ ./LineTrack.py linetrack L1OAF-CAL DARM.ini,
runs the LineTrack code with the initialization file linetrack L1OAF-CAL DARM.ini. The
code can also be wrapped in a shell script to be run as part of a cronjob for automation.
An example of the initialization file is shown below.
1 [when_where]
2 ; Start Time
3 tStart =1113026943
4 ; End Time
5 tEnd =1113034435
6 ; Full/path/to/directory/with/LineTrack/results
7 line_directory =/home/pulsar/public_html/fscan/L1_PSL/Tracking
/Results/
8 ; Full/path/to/directory/where/Fscan/results/are/stored/
9 directory =/home/pulsar/public_html/fscan/L1_LSC/L1_LSC/
10 ; Channel to be looked at
11 channel=L1_OAF -CAL_DARM_DQ
12 ; IFO
13 ifo=L1
14 [Tracking]
15 ; How much of a found line needs to be above the threshold to
be counted as a line (on a scale from 0.0 to 1.0)
16 tolerance =0.9
17 ; How much a line can wander over time to count it as the
same line (in frequency steps)
18 wander =5
19 ; Number of standard deviations above the mean to calculate
the threshold value for searching for lines
20 stdnum =3.0
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21 ; How many time steps a potential line can drop below the
threshold before checking to see if it wanders
22 skip = 3
LineTrack.py first locates which FScan run corresponds to the starting and ending
GPS times provided in the initialization file in lines 3-5. It then finds the directory for the
channel determined by lines 9-11 and creates a list of files with spectrogram data. The
code then loops over this list, passing each file into a function named findLinesFromFile.
This function reformats the data like the plotting code so that it is in the form of a matrix
where the time steps form the columns of the matrix and the frequency steps are the rows.
After processing the data, LineTrack.py identifies frequency bins with values of
spectral amplitude density higher than the threshold defined in lines 19-20 of the
initialization file; the value in the example initialization file has the threshold set for three
standard deviations above the mean. The search starts at the lowest frequency bin and the
first time step. When the program finds a spectrogram tile with a value greater than the
threshold, the program assumes there is a line at the tile’s frequency; the program starts to
keep track of the duration of the potential line at this tile’s frequency. It then checks if the
tile with the same frequency for the next time step passes the threshold. If the value is
below the threshold, this step is repeated n times (defined in line 22) until a spectrogram
tile above the threshold is found and the program continues checking spectrogram tiles at
that frequency, or, if it does not find a spectrogram tile above the threshold at that
frequency, the program checks up and down several frequency steps as defined in line 17
for the next time step to determine if the line started wandering. If it finds a spectrogram
tile with a value greater than the threshold, it continues along the time steps for that
frequency bin.
When LineTrack.py assumes there is a line at a particular frequency bin, it
records the values of the maximum frequency, the minimum frequency, duration, and
maximum spectral amplitude density as variables in the code. For the assumed line at a
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frequency to be recorded, its duration needs to meet the minimum set by line 16 of the
initialization file (which is a fraction of the total number of time steps in the spectrogram
data). If the frequency is saved as a line, the starting frequency, maximum frequency,
minimum frequency, and maximum spectral amplitude density are also recorded as part of
a Python list, and the final list is used for the output. This entire line tracking process is
diagrammed in Figure 3.3.
The final list of lines is written to an XML output file. Each entry in the XML
table contains the name of the interferometer, channel, start time, and duration of the
FScan run. The information recorded for each of the identified lines includes the maximum
spectral amplitude density of the line, the starting frequency of the line, and its maximum
and minimum frequency. An example of the XML file output is shown below; the output
has been trimmed to show only three entries.
1 <?xml version =‘1.0’ encoding=‘utf -8’?>
2 <!DOCTYPE LIGO_LW SYSTEM "http ://ldas -sw.ligo.caltech.edu/doc
/ligolwAPI/html/ligolw_dtd.txt">
3 <LIGO_LW >
4 <Table Name=" process:table">
5 <Column Type=" lstring" Name=" process:comment
"/>
6 <Column Type="ilwd:char" Name=" process:
process_id "/>
7 <Column Type=" lstring" Name=" process:ifos
"/>\\
8 <Column Type=" lstring" Name=" process:username
"/>
9 <Column Type=" lstring" Name=" process:program
"/>
10 <Stream Delimiter ="," Type=" Local" Name="
process:table">
11 "converted from LineTrack.py output
","process:process_id :0","L1","pulsar"," FscanLineTrack"
12 </Stream >
13 </Table >
14 <Table Name=" sngl_burst:table">
15 <Column Type=" lstring" Name=" sngl_burst:ifo
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"/>
16 <Column Type=" int_4s" Name=" sngl_burst:
start_time "/>
17 <Column Type=" int_4s" Name=" sngl_burst:
stop_time"/>
18 <Column Type=" lstring" Name=" sngl_burst:
search"/>
19 <Column Type="ilwd:char" Name=" sngl_burst:
event_id"/>
20 <Column Type="ilwd:char" Name=" sngl_burst:
process_id "/>
21 <Column Type=" real_4" Name=" sngl_burst:
central_freq "/>
22 <Column Type=" real_4" Name=" sngl_burst:snr"/>
23 <Column Type=" real_4" Name=" sngl_burst:flow
"/>
24 <Column Type=" real_4" Name=" sngl_burst:fhigh
"/>
25 <Column Type=" lstring" Name=" sngl_burst:
channel"/>
26 <Stream Delimiter ="," Type=" Local" Name="
sngl_burst:table">
27 "L1 " ,1102377616 ,1102464016 ,"
FscanLineTrack "," sngl_burst:event_id :0",
28 "process:process_id :0" ,1.2 ,0.00028177952 ,0 ,1.2 ," L1_PSL -
PMC_MIXER_OUT_DQ",
29 "L1 " ,1102377616 ,1102464016 ," FscanLineTrack "," sngl_burst:
event_id :1",
30 "process:process_id :0" ,56.1 ,0.00028177952 ,55.7 ,56.1 ," L1_PSL -
PMC_MIXER_OUT_DQ",
31 "L1 " ,1102377616 ,1102464016 ," FscanLineTrack "," sngl_burst:
event_id :2",
32 "process:process_id :0" ,59 ,0.00028177952 ,59 ,59 ," L1_PSL -
PMC_MIXER_OUT_DQ",
33 ...
34 </Stream >
35 </Table >
36 </LIGO_LW >
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Figure 3.3. LineTrack.py Diagram. This diagram shows the logical flow of
LineTrack.py as it searches for lines in the spectrogram data. The program searches for a
spectrogram tile above the threshold, and if it finds one, it continues along the time steps
for that frequency bin. If a tile in that frequency bin drops below the threshold, it checks
forward several time steps, and if it does not find a tile above the threshold, it searches
adjacent frequency bins to determine if the line has wandered.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
The main goal of this thesis was to improve the FScan spectral line search pipeline
in order to aid in Advanced LIGO detector characterization. Non-astrophysical noise that
appears as spectral lines has a large impact on continuous wave and stochastic background
searches, and its characterization is a necessity. This goal was accomplished by rewriting
and improving the plotting code for FScan (Section 3.1), making improvements to the
FScan driver script (Section 3.2), and creating a program for tracking wandering lines
(Section 3.3). The new plotting code has been tested and found to produce output which
matches with the original matlab code. The driver script has been improved to provide
additional formats for presenting the FScan output as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The wandering line tracking code, LineTrack.py, is able to successfully locate
wandering lines that would otherwise be missed by the other line tracking methods of
FScan. Examples of the line tracking code come from the data for a magnetometer at
Livingston during ER6. Two wandering lines between ∼180-190 Hz appear on the
spectrograms, but nothing significant appears near those frequencies for the corresponding
normalized average power plots. LineTrack.py finds from the spectrogram data shown in
Figure 4.1 two wandering lines: one at 183.8 Hz that wanders between 180.4-183.8 Hz and
another at 190.6 Hz that wanders between 188.4-190.6 Hz. LineTrack.py finds from the
spectrogram data shown in Figure 4.2 two wandering lines: one at 183.7 Hz that wanders
between 180.7-183.7 Hz and another at 190.6 Hz that wanders between 188.5 and 190.6
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Figure 4.1. Wandering Lines in a Spectrogram from GPS Time 1102334418. This
plot shows a spectrogram with two wandering lines between ∼180-190 Hz. LineTrack.py
finds two wandering lines: one at 183.8 Hz that wanders between 180.4-183.8 Hz and another
at 190.6 Hz that wanders between 188.4-190.6 Hz. This plot was made with data from the
channel L1-EY MAG VEA FLOOR X DQ (a magnetometer at the end of the y-arm of the
interferometer) that came from Livingston during ER6 between the GPS times of 1102334418
and1102420817[30].
Hz. LineTrack.py finds from the spectrogram data shown in Figure 4.3 two wandering
lines: one at 183.4 Hz that wanders between 181.0-183.4 Hz and another at 190.2 Hz that
wanders between 188.5-190.4 Hz.
The examples used in this thesis came from data taken from the sixth science run of
initial LIGO, S6, and the sixth engineering run of Advanced LIGO, ER6, leading up to its
first observation run. The example results’ page in Figure 2.2 came from S6. The examples
in Figures 2.1, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 come from ER6.
Further work to improve FScan may include creating a better method of measuring
the significance of a line than the SNR or normalized average power; a possible new
measurement of significance is the false alarm rate found in [31]. LineTrack.py currently
exists as a stand-alone application to use with FScan, and it would be useful to integrate it
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Figure 4.2. Wandering Lines in a Spectrogram from GPS Time 1102420817. This
plot shows a spectrogram with two wandering lines between ∼180-190 Hz. LineTrack.py
finds two wandering lines: one at 183.7 Hz that wanders between 180.7-183.7 Hz and another
at 190.6 Hz that wanders between 188.5-190.6 Hz. This plot was made with data from the
channel L1-EY MAG VEA FLOOR X DQ that came from Livingston during ER6 between
the GPS times of 1102420817 and 1102507217[30].
fully with the FScan infrastructure. Other possible future developments could focus on
rewriting other portions of the FScan pipeline in Python, for example, the code to make
the SFTs or perform the spectral averages.
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Figure 4.3. Wandering Lines in a Spectrogram from GPS Time 1102507217. This
plot shows a spectrogram with two wandering lines between ∼180-190 Hz. LineTrack.py
finds two wandering lines: one at 183.4 Hz that wanders between 181.0-183.4 Hz and another
at 190.2 Hz that wanders between 188.5-190.4 Hz. This plot was made with data from the
channel L1-EY MAG VEA FLOOR X DQ that came from Livingston during ER6 between
the GPS times of 1102507217 and 1102593617[30].
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